High Quality Raw Materials
CollaMex is not just highly processed gelatin
TM

Most collagen containing products are manufactured from inedible hides, and
unspecified bone fragments that are left over from meat processing activities. Not
surprisingly, these crude raw materials are subjected to harsh chemical treatments to
sterilise and purify them to human consumption standards. These types of products
are also known as gelatin and contain predominantly type I collagen. Other collagen
products may be manufactured from caged, mass reared, chicken sternums.
CollaMex, however, is produced from New Zealand free range, grass fed, export
quality bovine cartilage, that is exclusively collected to Waitaki's own strict
specifications. Bovine cartilage supplies type II collagen - the same type of collagen
that is found in the joints.
Furthermore, the raw materials used in the production of CollaMex are already
certified as human food grade even before manufacturing begins. This means we do
not need to use harsh solvents, acids or sterilisation procedures during manufacture,
and ensures maximum bioactivity is retained in the finished product.

1 Brand, 2 Ingredients
CollaMex™ Advantages
• Gentle enzymatic manufacturing process
preserves maximum biological activity
• Low molecular weight chondroitin
sulphate for maximum absorbability
• High concentration of type II collagen
peptides
• Independently tested source of growth
factors to stimulate cartilage recovery
• Two convenient variants for maximum
formulation flexibility
• CollaMex is manufactured from 100% safe
and natural raw materials
• CollaMex contains no artificial additives or
modifiers
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To offer the highest degrees of flexibility for formulators, Waitaki offers CollaMex in
two forms:

CollaMex™ Original- a minimally processed powder that maintains maximum

levels of bioactivity

< 250 micron, fine free flowing powder
Minimum 20% Chondroitin Sulphate
Minimum 40% type II collagen
Naturally occurring growth factors
Ideally suited to encapsulation and tableting and topical personal care products
( e.g. lip balm)

CollaMex™ Soluble -

a 100% water soluble fine grade powder for greater

formulation flexibility

< 150 micron, fine free flowing powder
100% soluble in water
20% - 30% chondroitin sulphate
Minimum 40% type II collagen
Naturally occurring growth factors
Ideally suited to dry mix beverage applications, tableting and encapsulation.
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